
Why Creating Dailies Is a Data 
Management Activity on Set 
Production and Post-Production 

In the ages of anlog film – which has been the standard not even ten 
years ago – creating dailies was the responsibility of the lab, a facility 
that not only covered developing the exposed film rolls, but also making 
the leap into the digital realm by digitizing the film in the Telecine 
process. With most of the post-production routine such as viewing, 
editing, creating visual effects etc. already having been performed 
digitally, the digitalization of the film negative needed to happen as early 
as possible. With the two activities – chemical development and 
digitizing – having to be performed one after another, this traditionally 
happened in the same place: in the lab. 

The removal of the lab with the quick adoption of digital cinematography 
led to some major shifts in the production process. While for practical 
reasons the lab traditionally split "production" and "post-production" into 
different activities, teams, and locations, this is not necessary any more 
in projects with digital cameras. Quickly a lot of tasks originally being 
part of post-production were moved to the film set. Dealing with files and 
folder structures, creating backups of media and metadata, and 
sometimes even previewing a digital look and doing a quick QC on set 
became new job responsibilities on set, although such tasks formerly 
were solely happening in the lab and post-production facilities. 

While handling source media (e.g. creating multiple verified backups 
with reports) is mainly considered to be an on-set activity nowadays, 
creating the dailies is sometimes still considered a "facility activity". 
While some argue that this not only has traditional reasons, we will show 
a few arguments for moving the dailies creation further to the camera 
and performing it on set. 

The Earlier Is the Better 

Being able to judge the work results of a shooting day as early as 
possible has its value for almost every production. It's not only for the 
DP's daily review of his work, but also for the studio or production team 
being happy to see the progress on location. And often editing is 
happening already during shooting, so having footage in an editing 
application early on gives confidence that a scene will work when edited 
together.  

The camera footage is loaded already through computers on or near set, 
so transcoding the source material on these machines can be easily 
made one more integrated step of the data management activity. 
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Benefit from the DP's Creative Input 

Dailies creation in a facility or lab has never been overseen by the DP – 
simply because of the different locations. But with the DP in fact being 
responsible for the quality of the footage created during a shooting day, 
it can be beneficial to also have the final conversion steps in the dailies 
creation process under his responsibility. While the "log" or RAW footage 
coming from cameras may not reflect the full creative intent of the DP 
yet, applying and adjusting a digital look can help to transport the full 
intent into post production.  

With all ingredients being at hand on the film set (the source media, look 
metadata, and with the DIT a capable operator), creating dailies with a 
digital look under the eye of the DP can result in a much more consistent 
creative outcome. 

Benefit from an On-Situation Process 

In the time-pressing environment of work on set not everything goes as 
planned. In the event of unexpected plan changes, unclear 
communication, or simply small mistakes it's very helpful to have 
everyone in place to solve problems in direct communication. As long as 
everyone from the crew is still available it's much easier to clarify a 
mixed up scene name for the dailies creation directly on set instead of 
carrying such an error in file names and metadata throughout the entire 
post-production with potentially costly consequences. 

Completeness of Work 

Keeping track of hundreds of clips on various camera cards and several 
backup hard drives from multiple cameras every day is the most 
important goal of the data management activity on set. Making the 
dailies creation process part of this activity ensures that the dailies 
reflect the complete outcome of the shooting day – and on the other 
hand allow for an additional cross-check that all camera footage is 
backed up securely.  

Maintaining the association between actual takes, the source files from 
cameras, and the created dailies early on improves the robustness of the 
entire data management process and further reduces risk of data loss. 

Transfer over the Internet 

If early access to material for viewing is a requirement, and the internet 
is the means of transportation, compressed media created directly on 
set is the fastest way to get material off set. If you compare a 2K 
ARRIRAW clip with a whopping 10.000 MB/min and a H.264 clip with 
720p at roughly 20 MB/min – that's about 0.2% of data to be transferred. 
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So performing the transcoding of source media on set is the only way to 
enable quick transfer from location.  

Summary 

Currently available computers are suitable for the on-set dailies creation 
process – even for multi-camera productions. The DIT usually has all the 
gear, data, and knowledge already with him on set to perform this task 
as part of his responsibility of data management. In the end, the dailies 
material is also just data. When managed in a proper process together 
with the source media, it enables all the outlined benefits that come 
from having high quality media material already very close to the camera 
– at relatively small extra effort. 
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